3DWOX
Solidworks addin manual

Read the User Manual before operating the product,
and keep the manual at a convenient place near the
product.

3dprinter.sindoh.com

Solidworks addin manual

1.

Basic UI Elements
After installing SolidWorks Add-in for 3DWOX and running SolidWorks, you will find that 3DWOX has been added in
the [Tools>Add-ins...] menu.
3DWOX Add-in will be enabled as default after the installation.

The SolidWorks Add-in for 3DWOX is an application that has been modified to fit the 3DWOX Desktop to SolidWorks.
For the detailed description of its functions, see the 3DWOX Slicer Manual.
* The 3DWOX tab will appear only in SolidWorks Part and Assembly Type.
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Command Manager

The Command Manager is a context-sensitive toolbar.
It has Print 3D, Manage Printers, Monitoring, and Advanced Mode buttons.
- Print 3D: Prepares the Property Manager and the 3D Viewer for printing
- Manage Printers: The menu that registers and manages printers
- Monitoring: Displays the monitoring window for network printers on the Task Pane
- Advanced Mode: Toggles between the Easy Mode and the Advanced Mode
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Property Manager

It enables the setting of properties and other options.
It provides functions, including Printer Information, Setting, Scale, and Rotation.
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3D Viewer

It displays a reconstructed 3D model on the program.
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On the screen, three types of viewing modes are available:
3D Model Viewer: It enables the user to change the position, angle, and size of
the model and to print it out.
Support Edit Viewer: It enables the user to change the position, angle, and size
of the model and to print it out.
Layer Viewer: It enables the user to change the position, angle, and size of
the model and to print it out.
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Print Button

It sends files to the connected printer for outputting models
* If the model is not sliced, it will be sliced before it is sent.
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Layer Color Button

It is the switch for executing layer colors.
The Layer Color is a function to specify different cartridges for different layers.
* If your printer is a 1-nozzle printer, pause the printing on the desired layer.
Then, unload the cartridge, replace it, and continue printing.
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2.

Basic Functions
Open a SolidWorks model to be printed, or make a design of your own.
Then, click the [Print 3D] button on the 3DWOX tab.

The SolidWorks model will be converted, and the following windows will appear:

You can select the Easy Mode or the Advanced Mode by clicking the [Advanced Mode] toggle button.

Easy Mode
It enables the setting of printing speed-quality, material, support pattern, and
inside filling.

Advanced Mode
It enables the user to change profiles to modify output values as the user
desires.
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The items displayed in the Property Manager will vary depending on model selection, mode, etc.

3D Printer
Select a printer for printing.
This is the current material, color,
and the remaining quantity of filament
inside the printer.
printer for outputting models.
<1-nozzle printer>

<2-nozzle printer>

Action
This sends files to the connected printer for outputting models.
Save G-code after slicing the loaded model.
<Action for layer viewer>

Settings
This enables the setting of the values of the
profile used for printing, the setting of the
Support, bed adhesion type, etc.
<Settings for the
easy mode>

Resets all profile parameter values to the
default values.
You can view and configure printer-related
information.

<Settings for the
advanced mode>

Analysis
This calculates and recommends the user the optimal direction for printing.
Open the window for Thickness/Overhang Analysis.

Modify
You can modify the scale, size, and direction of the model.

Scales can be controlled.

Lengths can be controlled in the directions of three axes.
Reset to original size.

Enter the angle to rotate in three axes.
Restore the model’s original direction when it was initially loaded.
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Layer Color
You can run it using the Layer Color switch placed at the lower-right part.

Enter a desired number of layers, and press the [Equal Distribution] button
to divide all layers evenly.
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3.

Manage Printers
Clicking the Manager Printers button will display additional menus.

My printers
This screen manages the printers added by the user.
On restart of the program, without any settings required, prints will be directed to the default printer.

Add the network printer
This screen manages the printers added by the user.
On restart of the program, without any settings required, prints will be directed to the default printer.
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Add the local printer
Automatically searches the printer that is connected by the USB Cable and displays it on the screen.
If you click the [Add] button after selecting the searched printer, the printer will be added to “My Printers”.

Find a printer by IP address
Add by inserting a specific printer IP address.
After typing the IP address, press [Add].
If the IP address is available, the printer within the IP address will be added to “My Printers”.
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Monitoring

This function enables the user to monitor the operation of network printers.
It will be displayed on the Task Pane of SolidWorks.
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